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Main issues
 Road safety and injury prevention initiatives are sometimes
met with considerable resistance from vocal minority groups
within the community.
 Media and blogospheres buzz with unsubstantiated opinions
and distortions, sometimes elevated to accepted fact by nonscientists and opinionated opponents. We live in a new age of
instant communication to the masses at low cost.
 Road safety, and indeed many aspects of injury prevention
that attempt to address injurious risk taking, can be
categorised as ‘wicked or intractable problems’, i.e. resistant
to scientific and social resolution.
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Main issues
• Recent examples of wicked problems:
– speed cameras (covert, fixed and point to point) highly effective
in reducing speeding and hence casualties - labeled government
revenue raisers;
– reducing or adopting speed limits on open roads in Northern
Territory that reduce road casualties opposed by vocal minority
motoring enthusiasts;
– efficacy of bicycle helmet wearing and Mandatory Helmet Law
to mitigate serious head injuries;
– installation of wire-rope barriers strongly rejected by
motorcyclists;
– Quad bike and rollover protection bars – safety advocates and
regulators vs industry standoff.

Main issues
 Prior to the internet and modern news and public affairs
television reporting, popular attacks on professionals from
vocal minorities were time limited to editorials, pamphlets,
professional meetings and letters to the editor.
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Main issues
 Prior to the internet and modern news and public affairs
television reporting, popular attacks on professionals from
vocal minorities were time limited to editorials, pamphlets,
professional meetings and letters to the editor.
 Information exchange is now instantaneous.

 Opinions and solutions are often provided via blogospheres
and email.
 Media sources, wanting to increase publication subscriptions
and ratings within a highly competitive market, search for
controversy on the topic, often inflating and paying substance
to unsubstantiated claims.

Speed cameras – Media Watch and ACA
26th September 2011
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Positive

Negative

14

24
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 Community is clearly divided on the issue of speed
management.

 Community is clearly divided on the issue of speed
management.
 There are people who either don’t want to know about the
evidence that challenges their views or don’t really care.
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 For some people “freedom” is more important than “safety”.
 Others dispute statistical evidence, basing their thoughts
more on their own personal experience, e.g. “I speed all the
time and have not had a crash, therefore my speeding is safe
speeding.” This perspective may be supporting the view in
some driver’s mind that others just need to be trained to
drive better.
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 Community is clearly divided on the issue of speed
management.
 There are people who either don’t want to know about the
evidence that challenges their views or don’t really care.
 For some people “freedom” is more important than “safety”.
 Others dispute statistical evidence, basing their thoughts
more on their own personal experience, e.g. “I speed all the
time and have not had a crash, therefore my speeding is safe
speeding.” This perspective may be supporting the view in
some driver’s mind that others just need to be trained to
drive better.
 Then, there are a vocal few that support lower speed limits
and rigorous enforcement.
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August 2011
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Wire-rope barriers
Protection against tree impacts & hazards,
drains, culverts, median cross over.
Wire-rope in combination with tactile line
marking (rumble strips) – very effective in
reducing fatal and serious injury crashes
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Motorcyclist barrier mythology
It is sad Mr Victor Marshall decided to perpetuate
motorcyclist’s mythology (Median Strip Horrors July
23) that wire-rope barriers (WRB) are “cheese
cutters” banned in Europe, America and other
countries. This is pure fiction. No country has
banned wire-rope barriers. The very few ‘real world’
injuries occurring result from hitting the posts – not
the wire-rope. International studies show wherever
WRB is installed in Europe, Australia and North
America, road casualties fall by around 70 to 90%!
Had Mr Marshall bothered to read recent reports he
would quickly find that Sweden, with half Australia’s
road casualty rate and one of three safest countries
to drive in, achieved this significant result because
of installing wire rope barriers. The Swedes found
motorcycle fatalities fell by around 65 to 70% on
these roads. UNSW studies published in the
November 2009 Australasian College of Road
Safety journal highlight that only 6% of motorcycle
fatalities (0.1% of all road fatalities) are barrier
related, that W-beam steel barriers are over
represented in fatal motorcycle barrier crashes, that
3 of 4 motorcyclists killed are either speeding, drunk
or on drugs or a combination of the three, and the
majority of crashes happen on weekend rides.

Motorcycle into Barrier Fatalities
National Coroners Information System - findings
Motorbike Crashes 2001-2006
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Jama H.H., Grzebieta R.H, Friswell R., McIntosh A.S., Characteristics of fatal motorcycle crashes into roadside safety barriers
in Australia and New Zealand, Accident Analysis and Prevention, Vol. 43, Iss. 3, 2011.
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Installed Lengths - Australia
W beam comprises 71.5% of the barriers and results in 72.7% of the fatalities;
Concrete comprises 8.6% of the barriers and results in 10.4 % of the fatalities; and
Wire rope comprises 15.9% of the barriers and results in 7.8% of the fatalities.
Wire rope barriers have around half the fatality rate of W beam barriers and
around 0.4 of concrete barriers – concrete most dangerous

Motorcycle into Barrier Fatalities

Speed, alcohol, drugs
or a combination of the three

were a factor in

2 in every 3 crashes

Jama H.H., Grzebieta R.H, Friswell R., McIntosh A.S., Characteristics of fatal motorcycle crashes into roadside safety barriers
in Australia and New Zealand, Accident Analysis and Prevention, Vol. 43, Iss. 3, 2011.
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Wire-rope barrier installation
• NZ Centenial Highway
– 1996 to 2000: 8 fatalities, 2 serious injury and 7
minor
– 2001 to 2004 removed passing lanes & wide
yellow double tactile lines & reflectors & signs: 4
fatalities 2 serious injuries 2 minor injuries
– 2005 to 2009 installed wire-rope median
barriers and dropped speed limit to 80 km/h:
No fatalities, No serious injuries, 3 minor
injuries.
Source: Marsh F. and Pilgrim M., (2010) Performance of Narrow Median Wire Rope
Barrier Installation on Centennial Highway, New Zealand, accepted for publication
Journal of the Australasian College of Road Safety, May.

New Zealand
Centennial Highway – actual incident

Source: Fabian Marsh, New Zealand Transport Agency, Wellington
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Bicycle Helmets
 Presented by A/Prof. Jake Olivier in previous session

Bicycle Helmets
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Quad bikes & rollover protection

HWSA: Quad Bike fatalities
The Heads of WorkSafe Authorities Australia (HWSA) identified quad
bike safety to be a major issue on farms in Australia and New Zealand.
A major mechanism of injury identified by HWSA is a rollover crash
where the rider is pinned under the vehicle. Around a ¼ of the deaths
are by asphyxiation.
Rollover protection in the form of Crush Protection Devices has been
proposed as one means of providing protection in the event of a
rollover.
Industry position – No ROPS on Quad bikes - We do not recommend the
fitting of roll bars or crush protection devices to ATVs because of international
research which found that all ROPs and CPDs examined at the time posed an
unacceptably high risk of creating new injuries …. helmets and training are the
two key ways in which deaths and injuries can be reduced.”
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Crush Protection Devices (CPD)

Quadbar

TRAX LifeGuard

In principle, it appears such systems may have a protective benefit.
However, they are not effective in all rollover situations, as ejection still occurs and
crush by stiff areas on the Quad bike may still result.

Research on the level of effectiveness in terms of injury
outcomes has yet to be done.

Quad Bike Performance Project

•
•
•
•
•

Little progress made in reducing rollover incidents or
crash severity
Strong community and regulatory push for CPD type
devices
Strongly opposed by the ATV manufacturers as
unsafe.
To help overcome impasse on improving Quad Bike
safety, TARS UNSW proposed the introduction of an
NCAP type safety rating program.
Provide consumers with vehicle safety performance
ratings, rather than prescriptive approaches.
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Institutes set up and funded to seed doubt to hinder
introduction of injury prevention regulation
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What have we learnt from all of these
interactions?
 Financial support of good researchers at University road
safety centres who publish credible evidence based data in
International Journals is essential! Publish, publish, publish,
publish, ……. E.g. in A+ journals – conferences not enough.
 Interaction with bloggers is tedious and often frustrating.
However it is also important to interact and respond though
on credible sites and through opinion pieces.
 Also worthwhile exposing them for what they are – armchair
experts and junk scientists with no formal qualifications.
Policy makers know this but the general public do not. Ground
swell can be detrimental, i.e. rescinding US motorcycle helmet
law, open speed limits in NT, etc.
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What have we learnt from all of these
interactions?
 Collaboration from all research centres on issues which are
well founded in evidence and science, i.e. drink driving,
speeding, speed cameras, protection against head injuries
using helmets, etc.
 All researchers need to respond and interact and become
more involved. It is critical we engage. Publication in a journal
without engagement with such wicked problems can lead to
to it having little if any effect on a policy outcome.
 Important to provide evidence based information to
reputable and highly credible organisations – Australasian
College of Road Safety, College of Surgeons, Australian
Medical Association, RiAus, etc. Engagement with Policy
Makers and Parliamentary Committees critical.

Questions?
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